
CDNT 5  - NAVAN/SLANE

Information Session for Families attending the Children’s Disability 
Network Team (CDNT) 
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Presentation Notes
I would like to welcome you to our Information Session for Families attending the Children’s Disability Network Teams (CDNT) in Navan/Slane, County MeathMy name is Anine Willemse and I am the Children’s Disability Network Manager for this team. I would like to tell you a bit more about what the team has been doing for the last year and what the service for your child will be looking like for the next while.



Eligibility Criteria

 As you may be aware the HSE has implemented a new service 
model for children under the national programme called 
Progressing Disability Services. 

 Children aged 0-18 years with complex needs now receive their 
services from the Children’s Disability Network Teams (CDNTs) 
across the country.  

 The CDNT for your area has now been established and we are 
called Children’s Disability Network Team 5 Navan/Slane (CDNT 
5).  
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You are probably familiar with the term Progressing Disability Services for Children and Young People that has been implemented by the HSE and their partner agencies.That means that children aged 0-18 years with complex needs now receive their services form the Children's Disability Network Teams across the country. Children with non-complex needs attend Primary Care ServicesFor your area the team is the Children's Disability Network Team 5 for Navan/Slane.



What does the team do?

Every child/young person who has complex 
intervention and support needs will be 
helped to reach their full potential. This will 
be done as close to home as possible and 
based on the goals of the family & 
child/young person
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Many of you have asked why the teams had changed from what they were. It needed to change as for many children their age or address determined what services they received, not their needs. The CDNT has been tasked with providing intervention and support to children and young people who have significantly complex needs to help them to reach their full potential. The intervention and support is tailored around the goals set by the child and young person and family and for it to be provided as close to their home as possible.Our role is to support you and the other important people in your child’s life to:build positive relationships with your child;develop skills in noticing and responding supportively to your child’s eﬀorts in daily life;give your child opportunities to practice their functional skills (these are the skills your child needs to take part in things, become more independent, contribute to daily activities and routines and play and interact with others);feel more conﬁdent in helping your child; appreciate the importance of your role and relationship 	with your child in daily life.



Where are we?

 We have one central based in Unit 13, Mullaghoy
Industrial Estate, Navan

 We do also see children and families in their 
homes, in their school or pre-school or community 
buildings
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The Navan/Slane team operates under Enable Ireland as lead agency.We have one central base in Unit 13, Mullaghboy Industrial Estate, Navan.We also provide services in homes, pre-school, school or community facilities



What areas do we cover?

We provide services to children and 
families who live in Navan and Slane and 
surrounding areas, including Bohermeen, 
part of Dunderry, Bective, Lismullen, 
towards Rodstown/Fordstown, north of 
Kilmessan and Tara
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We provide services to the children and young people living in Navan, Slane and surrounding areas, including part of Dunderry, Bohermeen, Wilkinstown, Bective, Lismullen, Navan side of Rodstown/Fordstown, north of Kilmessan and Tara, etc.We check each address using the eircode.



Who is the team?
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The team for each child and family consists of the Family and Child/Young person in the first place and the relevant members of the CDNT. Other team members vary depending on the child’s age and needs, such as a team in the hospital, the school or pre-school teachers, SET teachers, SNA’s,  private therapists, sports coaches, religious supports, community supports, etc.The CDNT currently has the following staff allocation:1 CDNM2.4 Admin – we have vacant post we are currently working to fill1 Social Worker0.6 Liaison Nurse0.5 Behaviour support3 psychologists – 1 vacant post due to maternity leave that we could not fill so used it for private assessments instead2 AP’s4 OT’s – 1.5 vacant posts at present. 1 post being filled from January and the other is due to long term sick leave2.9 PT’s – 1 post is vacant due to maternity leave and could not be filled, despite our best efforts. Recruitment will commence for a clinical specialist post in early 20236 SLT’s – 1.5 of these posts have only just been filled and have to be dedicated to children attending the 2 special schools in Navan. That leave 4.5 posts for children attending the team



Some numbers
 Children active in service: 
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Currently there are 776 children linked with the CDNT. They present with various needs and disabilities. As is clear from the graph the majority of children has ASD as their primary diagnosis. We also have a large cohort of children who do not have a diagnosis yet. There are chdilren who have a number of diagnosis, most common being either ASD and ID or ASD and ADHD.



Numbers waiting for initial assessment
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This graph outlines the children currently waiting for an initial assessment by the team. The group waiting for more than 12 months is largest at present. The reason for this is that this group also covers children who were transferred into the CDNT in October 2021 that has not been seen yet. Currently there is less than 70 children that still needs to be seen and a number of offers of appointments have been made to this group as well that has not been accepted. Furthermore we have 42 children waiting for an ASD assessment only. They are attending services with either Primary Care or CAMHS but CDNTs are currently being directed to complete all ASD assessments.For the most part children referred to the CDNT wait on average 9-10 months at present for their initial visit and we are hoping to bring this down to 6 months over the next year.



Numbers waiting for ASD assessment
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The CDNT currently has to do all the ASD assessments required for children living in the catchment area, regardless of whether the child attends for services in the CDNT or Primary Care.As noted there are 3 psychology posts allocated to the CDNT. We have over 120 children waiting for an ASD assessment, of which just over 40 are children attending Primary Care services or CAMHS.We are using private providers to help complete assessments. Each assessment is different as each child is different, so no one assessment looks exactly the same or takes the same amount of time. The CDNT and Private Providers together completed 83 ASD assessments between Jan and October 2022. The waiting list for ASD assessments has come down from 5 years to less than 2 years. It is however becoming increasingly difficult to obtain assessments from Private Providers.The team has also completed 45 cognitive assessments since January 2022.



Referrals and Discharges
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In this graph is an overview of the referrals and discharges that the team received and completed this year. Do note that we receive a much higher number of direct referrals than referrals through AON and for that reason all new referrals are picked up by date of referral only.Overall the team has provided services to 570 children since October 2021.



PDS Principles
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Presentation Notes
The following 12 principles and values provide the basis for the model of service delivery for Children’s Disability Network Teams. Accessibility- Families should know how to access information from the team and information provided should be clear and concise. Services should facilitate families within a physically accessible environment.Accountability- Services should follow the National Policy Guidelines and Comply with legislation. Services should have written policies and procedures. There should be a process for families to provide feedback and evaluate the services provided.Bio-psychosocial model- Services should focus on all aspects of a child’s and family’s life in particular their lives within their own communities.Clinical governance and evidence based practice- Services will use current best practice guidelines and keep up to date with on-going research into childhood disabilityCultural competence- Each families cultural differences and diversity should be recognised and respected.Early Identification of needs- There should be a clear pathway for entry into the services which is clearly understood by parents and other referrers to ensure timely referrals.Equity of access- there should be equal access for all children and families based on the need and not on the child’s diagnosis or where they go to school.Evaluation of outcomes- there is a need to set clear goals and review the goals set and to have formal and informal evaluation methods.Family Centred Practice is the cornerstone of PDS and we will look at this Principle closer in the next slideInclusion of children and young people in their communities and providing programmes that develop a child’s independence, and promotes participation in everyday activities in their homes, schools and communities is key.Interdisciplinary team working ensures that a number of professionals from different backgrounds work with the child and family, sharing information, and developing goals togetherStaff members who are well motivated and happy in their work provide better care and support better outcomes for children and families.



How do we work?

IFSP Goals
Individual assessment and/or intervention based on 

need and prioritization system
 Pathways with specific groups or workshops or 

parent training
Links and signposting to community supports and 

resources
Links with schools/pre-schools
Team review caseload and needs of children regularly
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Intervention and support are provided in a number of ways.We have a Health Needs Pathway that addresses all priority needs that could affect a child’s physical health and well being. This is set up as clinics that are run on an ongoing basis and children get reviewed in these regularly. It includes the Orthotics clinic, paediatrician clinic, Feeding clinic, Postural Management clinic, toilet training, etc. These needs are not always prioritised as part of an Individual Family Service Plan but has to be included as part of the child’s plan.All other intervention is provided to meet the goals set by the child or young person and their family as part of the IFSP. Goals are discussed with the family and depending on the goal the most appropriate intervention or support is identified. This may be a universal support such as signposting a family to a specific support in the community, or a target programme such as a group or specific intervention pathway or parent education and support. If necessary individual assessment and or intervention will also be provided.All the goals and needs of children are reviewed regularly when planning what they are providing next.



Main Pathways

• Seedlings – Baby’s day out
• Acorns – 2-6 year olds
• Saplings – 7-12 year olds
• Young oakes – 13-18 year olds
• Health related pathways
• Assessment Pathways
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These are an outline of the main pathways of intervention we offer. I have already mentioned the Health related pathway. Some children also need an assessment or diagnostic service and there is a specific plan of how that is done.For each age group there are certain set interventions or supports that we will offer as the majority of children in the age group will require this. For example preparing for school via specific groups or parent information sessions will be offered to the Acorn group, while a transition to secondary preparation will be put in place for the children from the Saplings group.For the Young Oakes there is more emphasis on support around social and community engagement and preparing for post secondary school.These pathways will be discussed in more detail during Welcome to Service Meetings for each age group



Individual Family Support Plan
(IFSP)

 Goals are based on the functional needs of the child 
and the family and child priorities

 Goals agreed between family and child/young person 
and team

 Steps to reach the goals are identified
 Intervention and support provided by team based on 

these steps
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You may have heard of or even been involved in talking about an Individual Family Support Plan for your child as we have now completed it for more than half of the children attending the service. For the IFSP one or more team members will be talking to you about what is going well and what not. From that they will be asking you – and your child if older – what are the most important thing for your child at this time. It will not be enough to say my child needs speech therapy, because we can’t effectively measure the impact of that. And if you do not get loads of therapy sessions then you feel you have failed your child or that your child has missed out. And we all miss the fact that your child has in the meantime learned to call you or their siblings by your name. The other reason for being very specific about what the goals for your child is is that for most children with complex needs just intervention or support in one area alone will not make the difference it should because everything is linked. For example in order to say words, your child needs to have enough breath support to physically speak. If they have a poor posture it impacts on their breath support and thus on their speech. Similarly to learn words we match the words with objects, but if visual matching is an issue then learning new words become harder. Or if your child has difficulty with paying attention it impacts on their ability to learn. So we want to know what specifically you want your child to get better at at this time so we can all measure if the input worked, and to know exactely what we need to provide to get there.We will look for functional goals – ultimately we all need to function in everyday life – getting a child to stay seated on their chair in a therapy room does not mean they can do the same in school or in the cinema or at family dinner in a restaurant.We agree the goals with you  - you need to guide us on what is important to you and we need to share what we know and have experience in so we can identify the steps needed to reach these goals and to highlight things we all need to consider while doing this.We agree the steps to reach each goal and we identify what intervention or support is needed to do that. Once the goals are reached we review and set new goals. 



Developing your child’s 
Relationships with 
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Your child learning to 
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Just a bit more detail on the functional goals we are talking about:What are the areas of child development that we need to focus on to promote Child/ Family Well Being/ happiness/ quality of life?-Your child’s relationships with family and others they see regularly– feeling connected to parents/ siblings/ preschool staff/ school staff – by feeling connected this will result in your child feeling a sense of belonging-The feeling of your child taking part in things (Participating) – participating in singing nursery rhymes in circle time…. Participating in Play time in the yard with peers… lining up to go on a walk – your child feeling they are participating is hugely important in terms of your child feeling like they belong, also build their confidence and self esteem-The child learning to do things themselves as much as possible by themselves or developing their independence skills. For example your child learning to communicate by themselves with pictures, sounds/ words, learning to eat and drink with less assistance using beaker, cup, spoon, dressing themselves with less and less assistance etc - We will focus on these key areas of development…. Wherever your child spends most of their time.Your child is in our service due to your child having additional needs……Pose a question to parents: These key areas of the child’s development are also the core needs of a child Are these core needs we discussed ……your child needing relationships/ sense of belonging/ ability to participate in activities and independence skills…. Any different to the core needs of children that do not have additional needs???Answer:No they are not, they are the same core needs as children without additional needs….The only difference for children with additional needs is that we need to create more opportunities for your children to practice developing their skills in these core areas in their everyday routines/ activitiesPart of the focus of the IFSP is supporting You/ others feeling confident and competent in supporting your child throughout the day



Importance of everyday activities

 Research shows that the support and guidance you give 
during everyday activities makes the biggest difference 
to your child’s development and learning

 For young children, setting aside special ‘therapy time’ 
is not required as the most effective and lasting 
learning happens in everyday routines, activities and 
opportunities.



Appointments offered and attended vs 
Not attended
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The appointments offered by the team for Individual and group therapy is tracked and shown in the attached graph. The team offers as many appointments as they can fit in each month, the number of staff available is what is limiting the number of appointments. Staff availability depends on vacant posts being filled, sick leave, annual leave, maternity leave, etc.There is also a significant issue for the CDNTs under Enable Ireland as lead agency as staff employed by a section 39 agency such as Enable Ireland gets paid almost 11% less than their counterparts who could be working on the same team doing the same job.



Attendance at appointments

 You have seen the number of appointments going to waste if not 
attended or cancelled

 Appointments should always be cancelled or re-scheduled through 
Admin

 If an appointment is offered, please attend. We are managing our 
resources very tightly so to re-schedule can be very difficult

 Groups are not nice to have, fobbing parents or a token idea. When 
we need to share the same information with people or provide the 
same intervention to a number of people it makes sense to do it all 
together. There are also other benefits to groups. They take a lot of 
time to prepare for, so we do not decide on a group without a lot of 
thought
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It was evident from the previous graph that there are large numbers of appointments going to waste if not attended.Appointments should always be cancelled or re-scheduled through Admin as therapists need to get the information in a timely way sow e can offer the time to someone else.Re-scheduling is done if a child cannot attend due to being sick. It is hard to do as we are managing or time and resources really tightly so there little wiggle room.A number of parents have refused group based parent education or group intervention for their child. When we need to share the same information with people or provide the same intervention to a number of people it makes sense to do it all together – you have seen we have limited resources so if we do some information or education sessions in a group it is to provide the information to as many people as possible in the shortest amount of time needed – it is just being efficient and prudent with our resources. There are also other benefits to groups. They take a lot of time to prepare for, so we do not decide on a group without a lot of thought and planning.



Key Contact

 Each family will be allocated a Key Contact 
during periods of intervention

 Role  = main link with team for the family
 Share information from the family with the team
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You will be allocated a key contact while receiving intervention and support. During times you are waiting you will not have a key contact. For that reason we request all contact with the team to go through Admin as they will know where to direct queries.The key contact is there to be the main link between the team and you as family. You may not have assigned therapists like before – different professionals will be providing different pieces of work, for example you may be attending a group to teach you as parents some skills in how to manage behavior at home. This can be presented by team members that you do not see for any other reason. You may then see one person to review feeding in the Feeding clinic and a different person for some individual therapy sessions. But your key contact will be one specific person who will link with the whole team on your behalf and they will share information from you with the team and vice versa.



Family Folder

Will be provided to each family when accepted 
to the service

 It will contain information for families
 Includes some aspects of service delivery in 

terms of policy
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A Family Folder will be provided to all families going forward. This folder will contain basic contact information for the service, as well as information about how the team works. It also highlights a few policies that impact on how we work and that is important for you to know about as well. The idea is that we are as transparent as possible in how we work and to prevent any unexpected surprises.



Family Forums

 Each CDNT will have a Family Forum

 We are planning on starting those in February 2023

 What is it for?

The Family Forum is where families have the opportunity to share ideas on   
what can be done to make the service better and to share general issues 
that come up for the service

 How to get involved:

Invitation will be open to all families and you can attend every one if you 
wish. You can even nominate yourself to be a Family Representative
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You may have heard about Family Forums from parent groups. Each CDNT will have a Family Forum and we are planning starting ours in February 2023.The Family Forum is an opportunity for parents to share ideas on what will help to make the service better and also to highlight general issues that come up about the service and how these can be resolved.These meetings will run 2-3 times a year.All families attending the CDNT in Navan will be invited to attend every meeting and you can even nominate yourself to be a Family Representative. These representatives will be asked to attend some planning meetings with reps from other CDNTs and the lead agencies for service planning and development.



THANK YOU FOR LISTENING 
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Thank you for your time and attention. We will continue to update the information in this presentation regularly and it will be available on the website for the team that should be up and running in January 2023 and can also be requested from Admin.
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